Advert ID: HM0233906

SCOPEY TALENTED YOUNG MARE

£ 12,500

Ashford, South East

Private

·

Mare

·

16.1 hands

07484747980

·

Belgium Warmblood

Description
16.1hh 2013 Belgium Warmblood Mare out of I’m Special De Muze.
Vegas has jumped BS and has double clears at Discovery level, yet a low amount of points so is still
eligible for Bronze League. As well as competing in age classes as a 4yo in Belgium she has cross
country schooled multiple times and proven to be bold and brave, she will tackle anything put in
front of her; brush fences, steps, ditches, water and jumping into water. She’s schooled over some
Novice fences out XC at Hickstead Arena.
She is a forward going horse and quick against the clock. Currently ridden be a teenager she would
be suitable for a young amateur to have fun on yet also has the talent for a professional to produce
her or jump bigger tracks. She schools very well on the flat and loves to be challenged and learn
new things, never getting bored. Schooling up to 1’20 with ease at home she has scope to burn and
an attitude to die for. She will jump off absolutely any stride and always help her rider out. Though
she is not a novice ride as she is a talented competition horse and due to her age can be a bit
spooky.
Vegas is wonderful to handle on the ground, my non equestrian father will catch and lead her in
from the field, tie her up and do her rugs, as well as pick out her feet for me. She is very sweet and
easy to do with a loveable nature. She is perfect to hack in company and an angel in all traffic and
around heavy machinery, she’s been ridden on a busy main road and across fields with tractors and
combines, when hacking alone she can be nervous and needs someone confident to hold her hand.
Clean limbed, never been unsound. Passed a 5 stage vetting in 2019.

This is a very sad sale for me, as I planned for Vegas to be a long term if not forever horse for
myself. But due to COVID-19 putting my family and myself out of work for so long, we simply can no
longer afford to keep 2 horses at this time- and I couldn’t bare to part with my other pony whom i’ve
owned 7 years.
5* home is required. Open to vetting & instructors.
Contact me for videos.
To come with tack and rugs is an option.
To see this ad online, go to horsemart.co.uk and search for HM0233906

Category Horses

Subcategory Show Jumpers

Price £ 12,500 ONO

Horse's name Nevada PK

Gender Mare

Height 16.1 hands

Breed Belgium Warmblood

